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Abstract: Inelastic neutron scattering, supported by IR and Raman spectroscopy, has been used to observe a
decreasing Pd-H bond strength in a series of four low-valent palladium-hydrogen complexes in the solid-
state hydrides: K2[Pd(II)H 4], Li2[Pd(0)H2], Na2[Pd(0)H2], NaBa[Pd(0)H3], and Ba2[Pd(0)H4]. Further, self-
consistent linear muffin-tin orbital calculations of the electronic structures describe the palladium-hydrido
complexes in a sdn hybridization with a decreasing Pd-H bond order as an increasing number of antibonding
orbitals must be utilized. A strong support to the bonding from the cations via easily polarizable H- is, however,
necessary to explain the stability of the systems. The effect of the large polarizability of hydrogen can in this
respect be compared with the more conventional “back-bonding” to ligand orbitals for stabilizing a formal
low-valent oxidation state by distributing electron density away from the central atom.

Introduction

By reacting electropositive alkali and alkaline earth metals
(s-metals) with group VII, VIII, IX, and X transition metals
(TM) in the presence of hydrogen a large number of ternary
and quaternary metal hydrides based on TM-hydrido complexes
have been synthesized in the last 20 years. In their synthesis
the s-elements are supplying their valence electrons to allow
for the formation of usually 18-electron but also 16-electron
homoleptic TM-hydrido complexes. Two 14-electron and
possibly a 17-electron complex have also been proposed.1,2

Some of the hydrides have in addition to the TM-hydrido
complexes, hydrogen bound in interstitial sites coordinated by
the s-elements forming structural building blocks similar to the
structures of the binary alkali and alkaline earth hydrides. The
puzzling variety of compositions, transition metal coordinations,
and geometries have generated a number of theoretical studies.3-7

Very recently two rather contradictory concepts were presented
in this journal trying to rationalize mainly the coordination
geometries and electron counts in the new hydrido complexes.
Firman and Landis propose a Valence Bond (VB) model with
sdn hybridized transition metal orbitals leading to hypervalently
bonded hydrido complexes for systems with more than 12
valence electrons.3 Bayse and Hall claim the necessity of the
inclusion of transition metal (n+1)p orbitals for a correct
bonding description, which they assume to be based on two-
center, two-electron electron ligand bonding.4

Among the new hydrides an increasing number of solid-state
hydrides based on d10 formal low valent transition metal-
hydrido complexes have been synthesized. The family now
comprises the members Li2(PdH2), Na2(PdH2), NaBa(PdH3),
Sr2(PdH4), Ba2(PdH4), Mg2(NiH4), and Mg3(RuH3).8-13 Also
these hydrides can be made fairly conveniently by hot sintering
in hydrogen of compacted powder mixtures of the binary alkali
or alkaline earth hydrides with the corresponding transition
metal. The existence of these complexes is interesting as such
low formal valent oxidation states of the transition metal are
usually associated with ligands having good electron-accepting
properties. This conventional stabilization by “back-donation”
to ligand orbitals is, however, not available in homoleptic
hydrido complexes.

Some of the hydrides show metallic electric conductivity,
indicating that the cations are required to participate more in
the bonding, beyond the role of a conventional undeformed
cation. Thus it seems likely that a stabilization mechanism for
these electron dense low formal oxidation states is to be found
in the interaction of the hydrogen ligands with the cations
surrounding the complexes. This could correspond to a some-
what indirect “back-bonding” mechanism where electron density
from the d-orbitals of the transition metals are distributed to
the cations via bonding with the hydrogen atoms. Such a
mechanism could also be of interest for application as it may
offer a way to influence the stability of a complex and thus the
hydrogen release pressure by manipulating the “electropositive
matrix” surrounding the complexes.
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In the present paper we want to further investigate the
importance of this interaction with the cations on the stability
of the complexes by investigating the bond strength of the
metal-hydrogen in the series K2(Pd(II)H 4), Li2(Pd(0)H2), Na2-
(Pd(0)H2), NaBa(Pd(0)H3), and Ba2(Pd(0)H4).

IR, Raman, and inelastic neutron scattering spectroscopy were
combined with self-consistent electron band structure calcula-
tions to better understand and interpret the systems. Hopefully
the experience gained from these special systems will contribute
to a more general understanding of new complex metal hydride
systems.

Experimental Section

Synthesis and Structure Determinations.K2PdH4, Li2PdH2, Na2-
PdH2, NaBaPdH3 and Ba2PdH4 were all synthesized by direct reaction
between hydrogen and the nominal compositions of the alkaline and/
or alkaline earth metal hydrides and palladium under conditions
described previously.7-10,14 All samples are air and moisture sensitive
and were therefore handled and stored under argon atmosphere. The
structures have already been determined using single-crystal X-ray
diffraction or powder X-ray diffraction of the hydrides combined with
neutron powder diffraction on the corresponding deuterides to locate
the hydrogen atoms.7-10,14 Phase analysis on all samples in this
investigation was performed by powder X-ray diffraction using a
focusing Guiner-Ha¨gg camera and the samples were found to be single
phased.

Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy.Mid-infrared spectra of K2-
PdH4 and NaBaPdH3 were recorded on KBr disks with a Bruker IFS
55 spectrometer. The Raman spectrum of K2PdH4 was recorded with
a Renishaw Raman system 1000 spectrometer equipped with a Leica
microscope and a 782 nm excitation from a diode laser with the hydride
powder in a sealed glass capillary.

Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) Spectroscopy.The INS data
were recorded at∼20 K at the pulsed neutron source at ISIS, Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory in Chilton, U.K. using the high-resolution
broadband spectrometer TFXA.15 The spectrometer has an inverted
time-of-flight geometry and the sample, a sealed aluminum can
containing 5-10 g of the hydride, is illuminated by pulsed, polychro-
matic neutrons. Only the neutrons backscattered by an angle of 135°
and having a energy of 32 cm-1 (4.12 meV) are Bragg scattered by
the pyrolytic graphite analyzer crystal and reach the He3 detector bank.

The intensity of theith INS band at an energy transfer ofωi is given
by

where Q is the momentum transfer (Å-1), ω is the energy transfer
(cm-1), σ is the total scattering cross section,Ui

2 is the mean square
displacement of the atoms contributing to thei mode, andUT

2 is the
total mean-squared displacement. Since hydrogen is both the lightest
atom and has the largest total scattering cross section of 82.02 barns
compared to Li (1.37 barns), Na (3.28 barns), Ba (3.38 barns), and Pd
(4.48 barns) and since the intensity is dependent both on the amplitude
of vibration (U2) and on the cross section (σ), the hydrogen motions
will dominate the spectra.

The spectrometer TFXA is designed so each value on the energy
transferω corresponds to a fixed value of the momentum transferQ
(ω ≈ 2Q2). The spectral resolution is 2% of the energy transfer between
16 and 4000 cm-1 and the spectra can be divided into different parts:
first the elastic peak atEtransfer ) 0 cm-1, then the external modes
(phonon, translation, and librations) and at higher energies the internal
modes (deformation and stretches). The INS spectra also show features
as overtones and combination bands between different internal modes.
If the molecule (complex) is affected by the lattice vibration combina-

tion bands between the external and internal modes, so-called phonon
wings are observed. These can severely complicate the interpretation
of the spectra, but fortunately for this work the palladium complexes
can be considered as fairly heavy which reduces the effect. The most
important feature of INS spectroscopy, compared to IR and Raman
spectroscopy, is thatall modes are allowed, including optical and
acoustic modes.

CLIMAX Refinements. The program CLIMAX includes a normal
coordinate analysis based on the experimental intensities and frequen-
cies. It is developed to fit and minimize a force field to an INS spectrum,
calculating both energy and intensities from the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors obtained in the normal coordinate analysis. The atomic
position in the palladium complexes used as input was taken from our
previous structural determinations including the counterions with the
closest distance to the hydrogen atoms, to partially account for the
influence of the lattice. This also made it possible to calculate the
intensities of the librational modes, which in the INS spectra are very
strong and therefore have a large impact on the spectra at higher energy
from their overtones and combination bands.

To reduce the number of parameters the molecular point group
symmetry of the complexes is used. The force field is fitted to the
whole spectral profile to determine the force constants as this
information is spread over many peaks. A more detailed description
of the program is found in papers by Kearley.16,17

Calculational Details for the Electronic Structures. To obtain a
more detailed and fuller bonding description, the electronic structures
of the compounds Na2PdH2, Li2PdH2, Na2PdH4, NaBaPdH3, and Ba2-
PdH4 were calculated self-consistently using the local density-functional
approximation and the scalar relativistic linear muffin-tin orbital
(LMTO) method in the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) including
the combined correction (program TB-LMTO 4.618). The exchange-
correlation potential was parametrized according to von Barth and
Hedin.19 The TB-LMTO 4.6 program automatically allows in a
procedure the search of empty sphere (ES) positions and the determi-
nation of sphere radii.20 ES had to be introduced for all structures to
avoid large overlap for the atomic spheres. Space filling was achieved
within the recommended overlap ranges between the different spheres.21

The basis consisted of Pd s-, p-, d-, and (downfolded) f-LMTOs, H,
Li, and Na s- and (downfolded) p- and d-LMTOs, and Ba s-, p-, and
(downfolded) d- and f-LMTOs. The reciprocal space integrations were
performed with the tetrahedron method22,23 using 185 (Na2PdH2, Li2-
PdH2), 33 (Na2PdH4), 28 (NaBaPdH3), and 45 (Ba2PdH4) irreducible
k-points.

Discussion

Pd-H Force Constants, INS Spectra, and CLIMAX
Refinements. K2PdH4 is a nonconducting yellow greenish
powder that crystallizes in the tetragonal space groupI4/mmm
with the unit cell dimensions ofa ) 5.831(1) Å andc ) 7.692-
(1) Å. The structure consists of square-planar,D4h-symmetry
[PdH4]2- units counterbalanced by potassium ions surrounding
each complex in a cubic configuration (Figure 1). The distance
between the formally divalent palladium and the hydrogen atoms
is 1.625(8) Å and the shortest potassium-hydrogen distance is
2.853(4) Å.

From the selection rules for infrared and Raman spectroscopy
of a molecule withD4h-symmetry three vibrations are IR active
and three are Raman active: the doubly degenerate stretch (Eu),
the doubly degenerate deformation (Eu), and the symmetric out-

(14) Kadir, K.; Kritikos, M.; Noréus; D.; Andresen, A. F.J. Less Common
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of-plane deformation (A2u) are IR active and the symmetric (A1g)
and anti-symmetric (B2g) stretches and the in-plane deformation
(B1g) are Raman active. In the mid-IR spectrum only two modes
were observed: one at 1500 cm-1 and one at 800 cm-1. The
Raman spectrum also showed two modes one at 1810 cm-1

and one at 826 cm-1. The INS spectrum shows that all
deformations, except one at 1280 cm-1, are accidentally
degenerate at 820 cm-1, which explains why only two peaks
are observed in the IR spectra. The proposed assignment of the
INS spectrum of K2PdH4 is shown in Table 1, which also closely
corresponds to recent Raman data on the structural analogue
K2PtH4.24 The model used for describing the normal vibrations
of the square-planar PdH4 is shown in Figure 2, which
corresponds exactly to the local environment around the
complexes in the crystal. The potassium atoms were included
in the model to generate the libration modes. The CLIMAX
input files contain 13 atoms and 26 internal coordinates (4 Pd-H
stretches, 16 K-H stretches, 4 Pd-H bends, and 2 Pd-H linear
angle bends) and 16 symmetry coordinates. Four fundamental
and five interaction constants were used to fit the calculated to
the observed INS data. The resulting fit is shown in Figure 3
and the calculated force constants in Table 2.

Li 2PdH2 and Na2PdH2 are isostructural and crystallize in
the tetragonal space groupI4/mmmwith unit cell dimensionsa
) 3.111(1) Å,c ) 10.333(2) Å (Li) anda ) 3.599(1) Å,c )
11.327(3) Å (Na). As shown in Figure 4 both hydrides consist

of linear (D∞h), anionic PdH2 complexes surrounded by lithium
or sodium counterions in a bicapped cubic configuration. The
Pd-H distances are equal within one standard deviation at 1.68
Å. The shortest Li-H distance is 2.03 Å and the corresponding
Na-H distance is 2.42 Å. The shortest distances between the
hydrogens on adjacent complexes are 2.85 (Li) and 3.43 Å (Na).

The INS spectra of Li2PdH2 (Figure 5) and Na2PdH2 are
similar except that the Li2PdH2 spectrum is shifted to higher
energy. They both show interesting features as dispersion of
libration and bending modes and there is also an onset of a
continuum of scattering density above∼1000 cm-1 in both
spectra. This is probably caused by atomic recoil, which often
occurs for light atoms in shallow wells. The continuum was
estimated mathematically and extracted from the data used in
the CLIMAX refinements.

(24) Suchanek, E.; Lange, N.; Auffermann, G.; Bronger, W.; Lutz, H.
D. J. Raman Spectrosc.1999, 30, 981.

Figure 1. The crystallographic structure of K2PdH4, with four hydrogen
atoms bonded to each palladium, surrounded by potassium atoms (gray
spheres).

Table 1. Observed Band and Assignments for K2PdH4 in D4h

Symmetry

IR (cm-1) Raman (cm-1) INS (cm-1) assignment

1810 1840 υ(Pd-H) A1g

1810 1840 υ(Pd-H) B2g

1500 vs 1520 υ(Pd-H) Eu

1280 δ(H-Pd-H) B2u

826 826 δ(H-Pd-H) B1g

800 m 820 δ(H-Pd-H) A2u

800 m 820 δ(H-Pd-H) Eu

480 libration (Rz) A2g

430 libration (Rx,Ry) Eu

Figure 2. The model used in the CLIMAX refinement of K2PdH4.
One square planar PdH4-complex withD4h symmetry surrounded by
the eight closest potassium atoms.

Figure 3. The observed and calculated INS spectra of K2PdH4. Above
the spectra the fundamental vibrations (filled lines), combinations bands,
and first overtones (dotted lines) are marked.

Table 2. Force Constants of K2PdH4 in D4h Symmetry

force constantsa description

F1 1.66 Pd-H stretch
i1 0.34 Pd-H/Pd-H stretch interaction
F2 0.15 K-H stretch (defines the librations)
i2′ 0.085 Rz/Rz interaction
i2′′ -0.0068 (Rx,Ry)/(Rx,Ry) interaction
F3 0.51 PdH2 in-plane deformation
i3 0.12 PdH2/PdH2 in-plane def. interaction
F4 0.820 PdH2 out-of-plane deformation
i4 -0.45 PdH2/PdH2 out-of-plane def. interaction

a Fundamental force constants (F) are in mdyn/Å and the interaction
force constants (i) are in mdyn/Å2.

Figure 4. The crystallographic structure of A2PdH2 (A ) Li or Na).
In the structure two hydrogen atoms (white spheres) are bonded to one
palladium surrounded by lithium or sodium atoms (gray spheres).
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The model used in the CLIMAX refinements is shown in
Figure 6. One alkali metal (A) and two PdH2-molecules were
included to describe the libration by using H-Pd-A linear angle
bends and to approximate the dispersion of the libration and
deformation modes. To reduce the number of internal coordi-
nates only one alkali metal, placed between the complexes, was
included. In a more complete model also the interaction in the
crystallographicabplane must be included. The CLIMAX input
files contain 7 atoms and 12 internal coordinates (4 Pd-H
stretches, 4 H-Pd-H linear angle bends, and 4 H-Pd-A linear
angle bends) and 12 symmetry coordinates. Li2PdH2 and Na2-
PdH2 both show metallic character in their conductivity and
luster. Because of the high reflectivity IR or Raman spectroscopy
could not be used to identify the character of the peaks in the
INS spectra.

The assignment of the bands in the spectra was suggested
by comparing the PdH2-A-PdH2 unit with the square-planar
PdH4-complex found in K2PdH4. The IR and Raman data for
K2PdH4 show that the double degenerated anti-symmetric stretch
(Eu) lies lower in energy than both the symmetric stretch (A1g)
and the anti-symmetric stretch (B2g). If the square-planar
complex is divided into two linear complexes and the stretches
are separated accordingly, the symmetric in- and out-of-phase
modes of the PdH2-A-PdH2 unit are obtained from the
symmetric (A1g) and the anti-symmetric (B2g) stretches of PdH4.
The anti-symmetric in- and out-of-phase PdH2-A-PdH2 stretches
are obtained from the double degenerated stretch (Eu) of PdH4

(Figure 7). We believe this is a strong argument for assigning

the symmetric stretches to the highest energy. Parker et al. have
also shown that this is not an unusual assignment for TMHx-
complexes.25,26 In the assignment and the refinements we
assumed that theungerademodes lie higher in energy than the
gerademodes for our model, since the center of mass is not
changed for the latter. The proposed assignment of the INS
spectra is shown in Table 3. The previous assignment and
CLIMAX refinement on Na2PdH2 accounted only for the
internal modes and proposed that the anti-symmetric stretch was
highest in energy, at 2000 cm-1, but in the present assignment
this broad feature is better described as overtones and combina-
tion bands.27 Three fundamental and five interaction constants
were used to fit the calculated spectra to the observed spectra.
The resulting fits are shown in Figure 8, parts a and b, and the
calculated force constants in Table 4.

Our new assignment on Na2PdH2 is also consistent with the
one recently proposed by Liao et al.7 Here, however, we should
note that their calculations on a A2PdH2 unit in a crystal field
are not supported by our experimental results. They expect very
similar symmetric stretching frequencies under exchange of Na

(25) Parker, S. F.; Williams, K. P. J.; Bortz, M.; Yvon, K.Inorg. Chem.
1997, 36, 5218.

(26) Parker, S. F.; Jayasooriya, U. A.; Sprunt, J. C.; Bortz, M.; Yvon,
K. J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans.1998, 94, 2595.

(27) Noréus, D.; Tomkinson, J.Chem. Phys. Lett.1989, 154, 439.

Figure 5. The raw INS spectrum of Li2PdH2. The dispersion of the
libration (∼600 cm-1) and bending (∼800 cm-1) modes and the increase
in background intensity (between 800 and 1100 cm-1) are clearly seen.

Figure 6. The model used in the CLIMAX refinement of A2PdH2 (A
) Li or Na). Two linear PdH2-complexes, with one A atom between,
were used to generate the dispersion, in accordance withD∞h symmetry.

∞

Figure 7. The relation between the stretches of PdH4 in D4h symmetry
and the stretches of the two coupled PdH2 in D∞h symmetry. “S” denotes
a symmetric stretch and “As” an anti-symmetric stretch. “o” denotes
out-of-phase and “i” in-phase, in relation to the other PdH2 complex.

Table 3. Observed Bands and Assignments of the INS Spectra of
Li 2PdH2 and Na2PdH2 in D4h Symmetry

Li 2PdH2 (cm-1) Na2PdH2 (cm-1) assignment

1775 1675 υ(Pd-H) out-of-phaseΣu
+

1755 1645 υ(Pd-H) in-phaseΣg
+

1590 1455 υ(Pd-H) out-of-phaseΣu
+

1550 1425 υ(Pd-H) in-phaseΣg
+

775 750 δ(PdH2) in-phaseΠu

775 750 δ(PdH2) in-phaseΠu

730 720 δ(PdH2) out-of-phaseΠg

730 720 δ(PdH2) out-of-phaseΠg

590 545 libration (Rx,Ry) in-phaseΠu

590 545 libration (Rx,Ry) in-phaseΠu

500 475 libration (Rx,Ry) out-of-phaseΠg

500 475 libration (Rx,Ry) out-of-phaseΠg

Stabilization of Electron-Dense Pd-Hydrido Complexes J. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 122, No. 29, 20006963



for Li. In our INS studies the vibrational frequency assigned as
the symmetric stretch of Li2PdH2 was found 100 cm-1 higher
in energy than the corresponding symmetric stretch of Na2PdH2

and the difference in the fundamental stretching force constants
was 15%. It should be remembered, however, that our division
of the force constant contribution to the observed hydrogen
vibration frequencies is model dependent. In the Li compound
the hydrogen is more firmly bound to the lattice, but with our
applied simple model it may be premature to almost entirely
assign the difference to the Pd-H bonds in the two hydrides.

NaBaPdH3 crystallizes in the hexagonal space groupP63/
mmc(No. 194) with the unit cell dimensionsa ) 6.0611(6) Å
and c ) 6.0859(8) Å at room temperature. In the structure

(Figure 9) trigonal planar (D3h) PdH3-complexes are counterbal-
anced by sodium and barium atoms. The Pd-H distance of 1.72
Å is somewhat longer than in the previous zerovalent complexes
indicating a weaker bond. The Na-H distance of 2.33 Å is
remarkably short compared with the Na-H distances found in
NaH and Na2PdH2, thus indicating a stronger interaction
between the hydrogens and the cations. The Ba-H distance is
longer than the shortest distances found in BaH2 and we expect
a correspondingly small interaction between barium and hy-
drogen in NaBaPdH3, and therefore we excluded the barium
atoms in the CLIMAX model.

When comparing the INS spectra of K2PdH4, Li2PdH2, and
Na2PdH2 with the spectra of NaBaPdH3, the latter differ by being
shifted to lower energy with the highest stretching mode around
1400 cm-1, indicating a slightly more “hydrogen-in-metal” like
system compared with the compounds discussed earlier. This
can be compared to a Pd-H vibration of about 2040 cm-1 for
gaseous Pd-H and vibrational modes centered about 450 cm-1

in the solid PdH metal hydride.28,29 An IR recording of
NaBaPdH3 showed only a weak, but sharp feature at 1400 cm-1,
and from the selection rules for IR spectra inD3h symmetry,
this was assigned as the double degenerated anti-symmetric
stretch (Eu). The proposed assignment scheme is shown in Table
5.

A sloping background and the intensity of the second
overtones and combination bands were extracted from the raw
data before force field refinements by CLIMAX.

The CLIMAX model consists of one PdH3 complex and the
six adjacent sodium atoms (Figure 10). The symmetry (D3h)
and the distances obtained from the crystallographic investiga-
tion were used. The model differs from that described earlier
by the need to incorporate the influence of the counterions more
thoroughly. The sodium atoms were used to generate not only
the external modes, but also internal modes by using three
coupled Na2-Pd-H units instead of a PdH3 unit surrounded
by six sodium atoms. For example, the PdH3 in-plane deforma-

(28) Estimated from the measured Pd-D frequency of 1446 cm-1. (a)
Malmberg, C.; Shullman, R.; Nyle´n, P.Ark. Fys.1969, 39, 495. (b) Rohlfing,
C. M.; Hay, P. J.; Martin, R. L.J. Chem. Phys.1986, 85, 1447.

(29) Ross, D. K.; Antonov, V. E.; Bokhenov, E. L.; Kolesnikov, A. I.;
Ponyatovsky, E. G.; Tomkinson, J.Phys Rew. B1998, 58, 2591.

Figure 8. 8. (a) The observed and calculated spectra of Li2PdH2. (b)
The observed and calculated spectra of Na2PdH2.

Table 4. Force Constants of Li2PdH2 and Na2PdH2 in D4h

Symmetry

force constantsa

Li2PdH2 Na2PdH2 description

F1 1.64 1.42 Pd-H stretch
i1 0.21 0.21 Pd-H/Pd-H str. intra complex interaction
i1′ -0.028 -0.027 Pd-H/Pd-H str. inter complex interaction
F2 0.70 0.69 PdH2 deformation
i2 0.26 0.28 PdH2/PdH2 def. intra complex interaction
i2′ -0.0003 -0.0004 PdH2/PdH2 def. inter complex interaction
F3 0.29 0.30 Pd-H-M deformation
i3 0.033 0.031 Pd-H-M/Pd-H-M def. interaction

a Fundamental force constants (F) are in mdyn/Å and interaction
constants (i) are in mdyn/Å2.

Figure 9. The hexagonal unit cell of NaBaPdH3. The PdH3-complexes
are surrounded by Ba (large white spheres) and sodium (small gray
spheres).

Table 5. Observed Bands and Assignments of the INS Spectra of
NaBaPdH3

IR (cm-1) INS (cm-1) assignment

1400 1410 anti symmetric Pd-H stretch E′
1400 1410 anti symmetric Pd-H stretch E′

1370 symmetric PdH3 stretch A′1
620 out-of-plane deformation A′′2
470 in-plane deformation E′
470 in-plane deformation E′
410 libration (Rx,Ry) E′
410 libration (Rx, Ry) E′
361 libration (Rz) A′2
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tions were generated by Na2-Pd-H out-of-plane deformations
instead of PdH2 bends. To describe the internal and external
modes 21 internal coordinates (3 Pd-H stretches, 6 Na-H
stretches, 6 Pd-H-Na bends, 3 Na-H-Na bends, and 3 Pd-
H-Na2 out-of-plane deformations) were used. In the CLIMAX
refinement 5 fundamental and 3 interaction force constants were
used and the obtained force constants are shown in Table 6
and the observed and calculated spectra are shown in Figure 1.

Ba2PdH4 crystallizes in the orthorhombic space groupPnma
(No. 62) with the unit cell dimensionsa ) 7.986(2) Å,b )
5.758(2) Å, andc ) 10.153(4) Å at 150 K. In the structure
flattened, distorted PdH4 tetrahedra were found with Pd-H
distances ranging from 1.76 to 1.81 Å, with an average of 1.80
Å. The tetrahedral angles ranged from 105.6° to 121.7°
compared with the ideal value of 109.5°. The [PdH4]4-complexes
are counterbalanced by barium ions surrounding each complex
in a distorted tricapped cubic configuration, with the capped
barium atoms closest to the hydrogen atoms (Figure 12). The
structure can also be regarded as being close to an interstitial
hydride, with hydrogen in octahedral holes formed by one Pd
and five Ba atoms.

The hydride crystallizes in dark brown irregular crystals and
a resistivity measurement on a powdered sample at room
temperature shows that Ba2PdH4 is nonconducting.11 Unfortu-
nately no IR or Raman spectra could be recorded.

The INS spectra is similar to that of NaBaPdH3, but shifted
even further to lower energy. The largest intensity is found in
the region between 400 and 700 cm-1, with a broad band
between 800 and 1380 cm-1. Integrating the bands suggested
the presence of 8 modes in the lower region, which we assigned
as the librations and deformations. The proposed assignment is
shown in Table 7. This assignment gave a rather good fit. Even
if the details remain uncertain, especially in the lower region,
the ambiguities, however, will not affect the estimates for the
force constants too much. The fit supports a picture in agreement
with that given for the complexes above: a molecular-like
palladium complex but with substantial support from the cations.

The symmetry used in the CLIMAX model wasD2d,
corresponding to a flattenedTd-geometry. The angles were set
to 115° and 106°, with an average Pd-H distance of 1.80 Å.
Four Ba atoms were placed in line with the Pd-H directions at
a distance of 2.75 Å from the hydrogen atoms, which represents
the average distance of the closest Ba-H contacts (Figure 13).

In the CLIMAX model we used 9 atoms in the model (1 Pd,
4 H, and 4 Ba) and 18 internal coordinates (4 Pd-H stretches,
4 Ba-H stretches, 6 H-Pd-H bonds, and 12 Ba-Ba-Pd-H
torsions) were generated. The torsions were used to describe
the librations and the Ba-H stretches to describe the translations.
In the CLIMAX refinement four fundamental force constants
and seven interaction force constants were refined and the results
are shown in Table 8 and the observed and calculated spectra
in Figure 14.

Figure 10. The model used in the CLIMAX refinement. One trigonal
planar PdH3-complex and the six closest sodium atoms were included
in accordance withD3h symmetry.

Table 6. Force Constants of NaBaPdH3 in D3h Symmetry

force constants description

F1 0.91 Pd-H stretch
i1 -0.0094 Pd-H/Pd-H str. interaction
F2 0.096 Na-H stretch
i2 -0.0078 Na-H/Na-H str. interaction
F3 0.41 Na-H-Na bend
F4 0.054 Pd-H-Na2 out-of-plane def.
i4 0.011 Pd-H-Na2 out-of-plane def. interaction
F5 0.42 Na-H-Na bend

a Fundamental force constants (F) are in mdyn/Å and interaction
constants (i) are in mdyn/Å2.

Figure 11. The observed and calculated spectra of NaBaPdH3.

Figure 12. The Ba coordination around one flattened tetrahedral PdH4-
complex in the structure of Ba2PdH4.

Table 7. Observed Bands and Assignment of the INS Spectra of
Ba2PdH4

INS
(cm-1) assignment

INS
(cm-1) assignment

1290 Pd-H stretch A1 572 PdH4 deformation B1
1200 Pd-H stretch B2 527 PdH4 deformation E
1080 Pd-H stretch E 527 PdH4 deformation E
1080 Pd-H stretch E 515 libration A2
620 PdH4 deformation A1 420 libration E
590 PdH4 deformation B2 420 libration E

Figure 13. The model used in the CLIMAX refinement of Ba2PdH4.
The flattened tetrahedron was described usingD2d symmetry and four
barium atoms (gray spheres) representing the lattice were placed in a
straight line from each hydrogen atom.
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Bonding in the Molecular Entities. A substantial decreasing
bond strength is seen in Figure 15 for the trigonal and tetragonal
complexes as expressed in increasing bond length and decreasing
fundamental stretching force constant. The curve is just a guide
to the eye but shows a 1/dPd-H behavior of the force constant.
How can the general trends in Figure 15 be explained in terms
of electronic structure or hybridizations of the complexes and
their interaction with the cations in the surrounding lattice? So
far our results point to a predominantly molecular description
of the complexes. For reasons that will become clearer later
we will start with a simple group theoretical consideration of
the hydrido complexes on the basis of bonding inactive Pd 5p
orbitals, according to the suggestions by Firman and Landis.3

For the PdH22- entity the central atom basis function

transform asΣg (5s, 4dz2), Πg (4dxz, 4dyz), and∆g (4dx2-y2, 4dxy),
whereas the ligand orbitals supply combinations withΣg and
Σu symmetry. Just the three basis functions withΣg symmetry
account for Pd-H interaction, yielding a bonding, a nonbonding
(corresponds basically to the Pd 5s orbital), and an antibonding
MO (Figure 16a). The bond order, BO, of a Pd-H bond might
be defined as

whereNbonding and Nantibondingare the number of bonding and
antibonding electrons in the respective MO’s and L is the
number of ligand species. In the 14-electron complex the
bonding and all nonbonding MOs are occupied and the BO is
calculated to1/2. In the complementary VB description of Firman
and Landis3 this bonding picture is expressed by a three-center,
four-electron bond with 5 lone pairs organized into a hypervalent
PdH2

2- entity.
Similarly in PdH4

2- the Pd basis functions transform as A1g

(5s, 4dz2), B1g (4dx2-y2), B2g (4dxy), and Eg (4dxz, 4dyz), and the
ligand orbital combinations as A1g, Eu, and B1g. The resulting
diagram for the occupied MO’s (2 bonding and 6 nonbonding)
for a 16-electron complex are shown in Figure 16b. As in
PdH2

2- the bond order for a Pd-H bond is1/2 and in the VB
description this situation corresponds to two three-center, four-
electron bonds and 4 lone pairs.3

For the electron-rich Pd(0) complexes PdH3
3- and PdH4

4-

we obtain a situation where Pd-H antibonding MO’s have to
be occupied (Figure 16, c and d). This reduces the bond order
for a Pd-H bond to1/3 in the 16-electron entity PdH33- and1/4
in the 18-electron species PdH4

4-. Qualitatively the bond
strength expressed as stretching force constant scales well with
the obtained BO in these simple MO considerations.

With the inclusion of Pd 5p orbitals as basis functions it would
be possible to obtain for all four entities PdH2

2-, PdH4
2-,

PdH3
3-, and PdH44- a bonding situation with two-center, two

electron bonded ligands (model of Bayse and Hall5). However,
the experimental results contradict this bonding description when
looking at the trends in Pd-H distances and stretching force
constants as shown in Figure 15. The electron-rich complexes
PdH3

3- and PdH4
4- do not, however, fit the description of

Landis and Firman either. Rather they emphasize that hydrido
complexes with delocalizations greater than 3c-4e bonding (as
have to be postulated for PdH3

3- and PdH4
4-) are unstable and

lose hydride ligands to the interstitial positions in the countera-
tom framework. The obvious existence of trigonal planar
Pd0H3

3- and flattened tetrahedral Pd0H4
4- in solid-state hydrides

demonstrates the significance of the surrounding cationic matrix
for the stability of these hydrido complexes. Increasing coun-
terion interaction with the molecular entities is underlined by
the increasing band broadening in the vibrational spectra in the
order K2PdH4 f Na2PdH2 f Li2PdH2 f NaBaPdH3 f Ba2-
PdH4. A strong counterion influence was also suggested by Liao
et al. in their recent theoretical investigation of the molecular
units Li2PdH2 and Na2PdH2.7 When the effect of the crystal
field was included, they observed an increase of the Pd-H
distance of ca. 0.05 Å.

Bonding in the Solid-State Compounds.Figure 17 sum-
marizes the band structures in the solid-state Pd hydrides Na2-
PdH4, Na2PdH2, Li2PdH2, NaBaPdH3, and Ba2PdH4. In the left-
hand panel the relationsip of the bands to the MOs of the
molecular entities is indicated, whereas in the right-hand panel
the contribution of the cation matrix to the valence band is
displayed in a so-called fat-band representation.21 Consistent

Table 8. Force Constants of Ba2PdH4 in D2d Symmetry

force constants description

F1 0.50 Pd-H stretch
i1′ 0.12 PdH/PdH str. interaction (115°)
i1′′ 0.033 PdH/PdH str. interaction (106°)
F2 0.23 PdH def.
i2′ -0.095 PdH/PdH def. interaction (115°)
i2" -0.029 PdH/PdH def. interaction (106°)
i2′′′ -0.038 PdH/PdH def. interaction (106°)
F3 0.30 Ba-H stretch
F4 0.35 Pd-H-Ba2 torsion
i4′ -0.30 Pd-H-Ba2/Pd-H-Ba2 torsion interaction
i4′′ -0.50 Pd-H-Ba2/Pd-H-Ba2 torsion interaction

Figure 14. The observed and calculated spectra of Ba2PdH4.

Figure 15. The fundamental stretching force constants obtained from
the CLIMAX refinement versus the Pd-H distances obtained from the
crystallographic investigations.

BO )
(Nbonding- Nantibonding)

2L
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with the ideas of Firman and Landis we found only a minimal
contribution of the Pd 5p orbital to the valence bands.

Na2PdH4: In the band structure of Na2PdH4 the MO diagram
for PdH4

2- (Figure 17a) is easily recognized. A band gap of
≈1.2 eV separates the conduction band from the six bands
corresponding to the nonbonding occupied MOs. The two lowest
lying bands (between-8 and-9.5 eV) coincide with the Pd-H
bonding MOs. Although Na2PdH4 may appear as a salt-like
compound with discrete 16-electron PdH4

2- entities, consider-
able Na-H interaction is present. This is indicated in the
dispersed lowest lying Pd-H bonding and the H-based non-
bonding (eu) bands with large Na contribution.

Na2PdH2 and Li2PdH2: For the Pd hydrides with linear
complexes the PdH22- MO diagram is rather camouflaged in
the band structures (Figure 17b,c). This is first due to the large
alkaline metal-H interaction, which is more pronounced in Li2-
PdH2. The 1σg and σu based bands with the highest H
contribution are most affected and largely dispersed, especially
along the directionΓ-Z (compare with Na2PdH4, Figure 17a).
Second, there is a huge dispersion (of≈4 eV) of the bands
stemming from the nonbonding MO 2σg along the direction
Γ-X, which is accompanied by an avoided crossing with the
πg based bands. This phenomena appears as a consequence of
the interaction of the linear hydrido units within the crystal-
lographicab-plane (distance 3.6 Å) and pushes the 2σ band
above the Fermi level (in the direction X-P) which makes the
two compounds Na2PdH2 and Li2PdH2 become metallic conduc-
tors. Chemically this corresponds to a transfer of a small number
of electrons from the hydrido complex units to the alkaline metal
matrix. The nature of the metallic conductivity of Na2PdH2 and

Li2PdH2 has been investigated earlier by Kasowski et al. by
band structure calculations,30 but in their work it was not
revealed that the actual origin of the conductivity is an
intermolecular interaction between the linear PdH2

2- entities,
i.e., the interaction of the 2σg MOs alongΓ-X. This interaction
is more pronounced in the Li compound. Indeed by assuming
that the 2σg MO is slightly antibonding rather than nonbonding,
one could explain the somewhat larger Pd-H stretching force
constant of Li2PdH2 compared to Na2PdH2. The larger inter-
molecular interaction pushes a larger portion of the 2σg based
band above the Fermi level.

NaBaPdH3 and Ba2PdH4: The band structures of the most
interesting electron-rich hydrides NaBaPdH3 and Ba2PdH4 are
shown in Figure 17d,e. Both compounds are semiconductors,
as expected from the colors (red for NaBaPdH3 and brown for
Ba2PdH4), but the band gap in NaBaPdH3 is rather narrow due
to a low-lying Na-s band. (Note the very short Na-Na distance
of 3.04 Å within the chains of sodium atoms in this structure.)
As for the square-planar and (partly) the linear complex
compounds the different groups of occupied MOs of the hydrido
complexes PdH33- and PdH4

4- are easily discerned in the band
structures. Lowest in energy are the blocks of Pd-H bonding
based bands (a1′, e′, and t2 respectively), which are followed
by the nonbonding MO and antibonding MO based bands. In
Ba2PdH4 e nonbonding and t2* antibonding bands are clearly
separated whereas in NaBaPdH3 the corresponding bands mix
along certain directions. A weaker Pd-H bonding in NaBaPdH3
and Ba2PdH4 is indicated by the fact that the center of the Pd-H

(30) Kasowski, R. V.; Nore´us, D.; Wang, L.; Whangbo, M.-H.Inorg.
Chem.1992, 31, 4737.

Figure 16. Approximative MO diagrams for (a) PdH22-, (b) PdH4
2-, (c) PdH3

3-, and (d) PdH44-. Only occupied MOs are shown. For simplicity
the energy of the nonbonding MOs is not changed with respect to the corresponding atomic energy levels.
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bonding bands in these compounds is about 1 eV higher in
energy compared to that of the most molecular hydride Na2-
PdH4. Additionally, the lowest lying of those bands have a large
dispersion with strong contribution from the surrounding
counteratoms; the bands corresponding to antibonding states also
display (minor) contributions.

Summary. The calculated band structures corroborate the
physical properties of the Pd hydrides, i.e., nonconductivity and
diamagnetism for Na2PdH4, NaBaPdH3, and Ba2PdH4, and
additionally reveal the nature of the metallic conductivity of
Li 2PdH2 and Na2PdH2. Further, the band structures always
showed an intimate relation to the MO diagram of the underlying
molecular hydrido complex species. The Pd 5p orbitals were
found to be bonding inactive, which leads to the occupation of
Pd-H antibonding states in the electron-rich hydrides Na-

BaPdH3 and Ba2PdH4. The interaction of the hydrido complexes
with the surrounding counterion matrix was found to be
considerable, even for the most “molecular” compound Na2-
PdH4. This interaction is probably even responsible for the
existence of the electron-rich entities PdH3

3- and PdH4
4- in

the solid state.
To estimate the significance of this contribution to the

bonding in metal hydrides in general, we compared two ionic
compounds NaH and NaCl, both with the rocksalt structure.
Figure 18 depicts the DOS of these compounds. Both are
insulators with approximately the same size of band gap of 4
eV. In NaCl the dispersion of the Cl p band is confined to a
narrow range of about 2 eV with only a small contribution from
the cations (as expected for ionic compounds, Figure 18a). The
H s band, however, in NaH interacts rather strongly with the

Figure 17. Band structures for (a) Na2PdH4, (b) Na2PdH2, (c) Li2PdH2, (d) NaBaPdH3, and (e) Ba2PdH4. MO contributions from the hydrido
complex entities are indicated. Right-hand panel: The same band structures with the cation contribution in the fat-band representation.
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Na s band giving rise to a considerable dispersion of the valence
band (Figures 18b and 19). This reflects the large polarizability
of the H- ion and reveals a considerable covalent Na-H
bonding contribution even in this ionic hydride.

Hydride structures are often compared with halides, mainly
fluorides.31 As shown here, however, some caution must be
considered not too take this analogy too far. Hydrogen is unique
with its low electron affinity from filling the K shell. This
differentiates hydrides from other compounds, e.g. oxides or
halides, where the energy gain from filling a conventional octet
more strongly localizes the electrons. Although the radii of F-

and H- are similar, there are only two electrons in the latter.
Both affects contribute to the large polarizability and the unique
softness of H-, leading to what Pearson expresses as a very
low resistance to the deformation of the electron density.32,33

Conclusions

The stabilization of four palladium-hydrido complexes, a
square-planar [Pd(II)H4]2-, a linear [Pd(0)H2]2-, a trigonal
[Pd(0)H3]3- and a slightly distorted [Pd(0)H4]4-, in the solid-
state hydrides K2[Pd(II)H 4], Li2[Pd(0)H2], Na2[Pd(0)H2],
NaBa[Pd(0)H3], and Ba2[Pd(0)H4] has been studied by inves-
tigating the palladium-hydrogen bond strength with inelastic

neutron scattering and by performing self-consistent linear
muffin-tin orbital calculations on the corresponding solid-state
structures.

The stability, and for the latter two complexes also their
existence, could be ascribed to bonding between the hydrogen
atoms of the complexes and the cations surrounding the
complexes. Such a bonding with substantial covalent contribu-
tion between hydrogen and the counterions would also nicely
explain the large influence upon the vibrational modes from
the distance to the counterions observed for the octahedral
complexes in the solid-state hydrides A2TMH6, where A) Mg,
Ca, Sr, Ba and TM) Ru, Os.34 This sensitivity of the strength
of the TM-H bonds toward intermolecular interaction was
recently commented upon also for a series of hydrides based
on platinum-hydrido complexes.24 The bonding can in a sense
be compared with the conventional stabilization of electron-
dense formal low oxidation states of the central atom by
distributing electron density to suitable ligand orbitals. In
homoleptic hydrido complexes where these orbitals are absent,
the large polarizability of hydrogen, i.e., the low resistance to
a deformation of its electron density, can substitute for this by
distributing electron density away from the central atom. This
may not have been fully appreciated earlier, maybe due to
conventional models for describing formal oxidation states by
simply counting the number of electrons, neglecting the fact(31) Gingl, F.; Gelato, L.; Yvon, K.J. Alloys Compd.1997, 253, 286.

(32) Pearson, R. G.Inorg. Chem.1987, 27, 734.
(33) Pearson, R. G.J. Chem. Educ.1987, 64, 561. (34) Kritikos, M.; Noréus, D.J. Solid State Chem.1991, 93, 256.

Figure 18. Density of states (DOS) for (a) NaCl and (b) NaH. The Na contribution is indicated by the broken lines.

Figure 19. Conventional band structures (a) and band structures with Na contribution in the fat-band representation (b) for NaH.
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that the real electron population in the valence shell of a
transition metal is very like that of its atomic state. It is likely
that this small electron accepting capacity (in absolute terms)
is enough to stabilize the central atom in what conventionally
would correspond to a low formal oxidation state.

Related to this is probably also the answer to the puzzling
variety of compositions, transition metal coordinations, and
geometries in the now rapidly expanding number of new
hydrides based on transition metal-hydrido complexes. Hy-
drogen can adopt any coordination geometry, since its s-orbital
is spherical and totally symmetric. The low resistance to
deformation of the electron density and low electron affinity,
which does not contribute much to localize the electrons, will
make hydrogen act as an agent for smoothing out the electron
density. This facilitates the creation of new hydrides and hydrido
complexes, where the structures and geometries will be more
dependent on metal atom properties and stoichiometries, as the
series of hydrides in the present investigation is an example of.
It will further also promote fluxionality, common in many
polyhydride complexes, which in a sense is a dynamic analogy
to the ease of which these new polyhydride crystals are formed.
See, for example, the recent review by Gusev and Berke.35

The capacity of the easily polarizable H- ion for redistributing
electron density has thus probably a somewhat neglected

importance for complex chemistry in general, but the effect has
not been elucidated until work in recent years with homoleptic
hydrido complexes.

Finally, for hydrides based on complexes with the lowest
formal oxidation state on the transition metal and where the
largest interaction with the counterions in the surrounding lattice
is needed for stabilization, models with a molecular view may
come into difficulty.3,4 In these “hydrogen in metal” like systems
a more complete inclusion of the cation lattice into the
theoretical treatment has to be considered. In hydrides where
the interactions between neighbors become so large that
electrons become itinerant, we might further find new interesting
electric phenomena relating conductivity with the crystal lattice
modes.
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